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Appendix F 

ICD-9-CM Format  
 

How to Format ICD-9-CM Principal and Other Diagnosis Codes 
1) The field for the ICD-9-CM Principal and Other Diagnosis Codes is six characters in length, 

with the decimal point implied between the third and fourth digit for all diagnosis codes other 
than the V codes. The decimal is implied for V codes between the second and third digit. 

 
Note: V codes are those Diagnosis Codes whose first position is a ‘V’. 

 
2) ICD-9-CM Principal and Other Diagnosis Codes are three, four, or five characters long. The 

Basic code structure is three digits, but some codes are more specific with fourth and 
sometimes a fifth digit subdivision. Codes should always be assigned to the highest level of 
specificity.  

 
3) E codes are left justified with trailing spaces for fourth and/or fifth digits as needed. All other 

Diagnosis Codes begin in the second position from the left, with trailing spaces for fourth 
and and/or fifth digits as needed. Zeros are not added to make ICD-9-CM Principal and 
Other Diagnosis Codes a uniform length. 

 
Note: E codes are those Diagnosis Codes whose first position is on ‘E’. 

 
  Examples 
   Diagnosis Codes Submission File 

EXXX. EXXXbb 
EXXX.X  EXXXXb 
XXX. bXXXbb 
XXX.X  bXXXXb 
XXX.XX  bXXXXX 
 
E845.   E845bb 
E852.0   E8520b 
V51.   bV51bb 
V52.0   bV520b 
650   b650bb 
788.39   b78839 

   
Note: These are valid diagnosis codes, thus E852, is not the same as 

diagnostic code 852.0 
 
b denotes a space or blank. 
 

How to Format Procedure Codes 
1) ICD-9-CM Procedure Codes are four characters in length, with the decimal point implied 

between the second and third digit. 
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2) ICD-9-CM Procedure Codes are either three or four digits long. The basic code structure is 

two digits, subdivided by one or two more digits. 
 
3) Three digit ICD-9-CM Procedure Code are formatted as XXX (space). Zeros are not added 

to make ICD-9-CM Procedure Codes a uniform four digits. 
 
 
  Examples 
   Procedure Codes Submission File 
   XX.   XXbb 

XX.XX  XXXX 
 
03.8   038b 
07.80 0780 
21.0 210b 

 
b denotes a space or blank. 


